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Hailing from the world of Kaminar, their home plantet has a complex food web. Kelpiens 
are an intelligent humanoid species with a unique maturation process: Prior to midlife, 
Kelpiens are pacifistic prey animals to a predatory race, the Ba’ul. After reaching 
midlife, Kelpiens underwent a painful metamorphasis known as the vahar’ai, where 
they matured into the alpha predator of the planet. Possessing a binary world view, 
Kelpiens label creatures and individuals as either predator (those who pose a threat, 
imminent or otherwise) or prey (those who are nonthreatening). Before undergoing 
vahar’ai, Kelpiens have a caution that borders on paranoia; they avoid personal risk 
and hazardous situations. Despite this strong fight-or-flight instinct, Kelpiens remain 
calm when confronted with danger, and are not prone to panic or impulsive action. 
As such Kelpiens value cooperation over competition, some mistakenly believe 
Kelpiens lack ambition. This is false, however, and Kelpiens are just as prone 
to personal aspirations as Humans, and just as likely to feel resentment over 
being passed over for an assignment or promotion. Several hundred years 
ago, the Kelpiens threatened the Ba’ul with extinction, forcing the weaker 
species to develop a technological advantage for survival. The Ba’ul managed 
to kill every Kelpien who had undergone the vahar’ai then convinced the 
survivors they were the prey species, and harvested individuals before they 
underwent metamorphosis. This deception was revealed in 2257 and the 
Kelpiens and Ba’ul began to form an alternative society where neither world 
kill the other. 

EXAMPLE VALUE: Live Life Like You‘re Being Hunted

ATTRIBUTES: +1 Insight, +1 Presence,+1 Reason

TRAIT: Kelpien. Kelpiens possess a tall, lanky frame with mottled pink-
orange skin and no hair on their face or head. When at the bottom of the 
short food web, Kelpiens are herbivores and typically strict vegetarians or 
vegans. Mature Kelpiens are omnivorous and have an increase appetite for 
meat. Kelpien senses, including auditory and tactile, are superiour to that of 
a Human, and provide continual warning of potential threats: when pre-
vahar’ai consciously or subconsciously detect danger, thin extrasensory 
organs known as “threat ganglia” emerge from the back of their head to 
provide additional sensory input.

TALENTS: The character receives  access to the following talents:

ADVANTAGEOUS REVERSAL
REQUIREMENT: Kelpien, or Gamemaster’s Permission
Adversity has taught you how to not only work around hazards, but how to 
turn them to your advantage. On your turn, you can spend 1 Determination to 
reduce the Threat pool by 1 and add 1 to the group’s Momentum pool.

SPINE EMITTERS
REQUIREMENT: Post-vahar’ai Kelpien
Once per mission you can expel small spines grown in a cartilaginous 
emitters at the side of the head. This is a ranged weapon with 1 A, Piercing 
2, vicious 1, Size 1 H. When you use your spine emitters, add 1 to the Threat 
pool

SWIFT MOVEMENT
REQUIREMENT: Kelpien, or Gamemaster’s Permission
You have the speed of a hunted prey animal. When you succeed on a Sprint Task, you 
moves two zone (to any point in Long range) rather than one.

THREAT MANAGEMENT
REQUIREMENT: Pre-vahar’ai Kelpien
You are skilled at avoiding danger and and minimizing problems. When you buying one or 
more d20s by adding to Threat, the cost is reduced by 1 (to a minimum of 1 ).


